BW-28WA
Direct replacement for 28” 6-bolt Beet Lifter Wheels
WIC

●

Amity - Part # 300734

●

Red River/Wil-rich - Part # 700576

Design Requirements:









Heat-treated 8630 steel for strength and resistance to rock damage
Stouter spokes for increased rigidity
Cast-in puller-optimizers in the teeth
Smooth lines and radii to take more rock strikes without breaking
Machined hub face and bolt-holes for perfect fit and less runout
(the PAIR running on the machine will run as a “true pair” and not fight each other)
Fully weldable to accommodate chicken-wire fillers and other customer add-ons
Less expensive than the OEM wheels
Hub: 6 on 5.51” bolt centers, 3.74” Center Hole, (6) .65” bolt holes

Beet Lifter Wheel Warranty: Limited to one season of use. Supplier will warrant the wheel to be free of defects in
Material and Workmanship. No warranty for impact damage (rock strikes) without inspection of wheel at supplier,
shipping costs to be borne by customer. Supplier retains the right to inspect and determine the reason for failure and
accept or reject warranty claims based on failure mode analysis. Supplier will repair or replace wheels found to be
defective; supplier will pay cost of freight to return repaired or replaced wheels to the customer.

BW-28WA: Hub Side View
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BW-28AR
Direct replacement for 28” 8-bolt Beet Lifter Wheels
Art’s Way - Part # 598500
Design Requirements:









Cast Alloy Steel
Stouter spokes for increased rigidity
Cast-in puller-optimizers in the teeth
Smooth lines and radii to take more rock strikes without breaking
Machined hub face and bolt-holes for perfect fit and less runout
(the PAIR running on the machine will run as a “true pair” and not fight each other)
Fully weldable to accommodate chicken-wire fillers and other customer add-ons
Less expensive than the OEM wheels
Hub: 8 on 6-13/16” bolt centers, 5-3/8” Center Hole, (8) 9/16” bolt holes

Beet Lifter Wheel Warranty: Limited to one season of use. Supplier will warrant the wheel to be free of defects in
Material and Workmanship. No warranty for impact damage (rock strikes) without inspection of wheel at supplier,
shipping costs to be borne by customer. Supplier retains the right to inspect and determine the reason for failure and
accept or reject warranty claims based on failure mode analysis. Supplier will repair or replace wheels found to be
defective; supplier will pay cost of freight to return repaired or replaced wheels to the customer.
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